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Disputing the Official Theory that Oswald was the
“Lone Assassin” of JFK. More Evidence

By Global Research News
Global Research, November 27, 2013

Region: USA
Theme: Law and Justice, Media

Disinformation

It has been a frustrating couple of weeks, watching, listening and otherwise searching in
vain for any balanced media coverage within the many JFK retrospectives that have been

offered up on TV, radio and newspapers about the 50th  anniversary of the assassination of
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

Somehow, despite the deafening silence from most every authority figure you can think of
(both national and local) and the well-orchestrated cover-up about the obvious conspiracy to
kill JFK, large percentages of the US public, despite the constant brain-washing attempts,
still  know for  certain  that  there  was  a  conspiracy  (Definition:  a  plot  between two  or  more
individuals or organizations to perform an illegal act).

There is a large body of evidence, including scores of well-documented books, that has been
available since 11/22/63, that has been challenging the slanted major media-orchestrated
myth of the lone assassin. Essentially none of that evidence was allowed to be broadcast on
national,  regional  or  even  local  media  outlets  during  the  past  few  weeks  (with  rare
exceptions, including good discussions on the subject on last week’s John Gilbert morning
show on Duluth’s KDAL-AM radio and a few mumbled comments on  PBS’s McLaughlin
Report doubting the conclusions of the deeply flawed Warren Commission).

No critical thinking allowed. The case is closed

The political and corporate powers-that-be that are in control of the national and regional
media seem to want as many of us citizens as possible to believe the easily disprovable Big
Lie Theory that Lee Harvey Oswald was the lone crazed assassin and that Jack Ruby acted
alone in silencing Oswald before he could publically expose information about his handlers.
What has often been presented as fact are often just simplistic but very well-crafted 20
second sound bites that urge us well-indoctrinated citizens  to believe any and all authority
figures, politicians and commercial advertisers. No critical thinking skills are required – or
allowed. Case closed.

Last week I watched three PBS retrospectives, including Frontline’s “Who Was Lee Harvey
Oswald?” (which assumed that the alleged assassin was indeed the loner ex-Marine Oswald)
and NOVA’s seriously flawed, pseudoscientific “ballistics special” that supposedly “proved”
the absurd single bullet theory.

NOVA, it should be mentioned, is underwritten by the far-right-wing, Kennedy-hating funders
of the Tea Party “rebellion”, the multi-billionaire David Koch. Note also that the father of the
infamous Koch brothers was a charter member of the leftist-hating, racist John Birch Society.
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(For more on the Koch brothers’ smothering attack on democracy, watch “Koch Brothers
Exposed”, a hard-hitting Robert Greenwald (Brave New Films production) documentary that
PBS was scheduled to air last year, and then “mysteriously” cancelled.

For information on that scandalous cancellation, click on
http://www.juancole.com/2013/05/scandal-brothers-exposed.html .

To watch the “controversial” video, click on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTwqkl8BqSc
(Preview) .

 Just move along, there is nothing to be seen here

I also watched the available JFK retrospectives that were broadcast on NBC, CBS and ABC,
and I  was uniformly  disgusted (predictably)  at  the attempts  that  tried to  convince us
comfortably  numb,  TV-mesmerized  folks  to  nod  our  heads  and  accept  the  official  stories.
None of the evidence referenced in this article was allowed to be shown. Total censorship
has been the norm.

The JFK assassination experts, scholars, researchers, critical thinkers and assorted patriots
who hate tyranny and who want to have all the facts fairly presented have been consistently
dismissed as “conspiracy theorists” even though the evidence (that they were not allowed
to present) would prove the existence of a conspiracy.

For example, JFK’s brain and/or parts of his skull were exploded backwards (out of a large
exit wound in the back of the skull) onto the trunk of the presidential limo (which is the
reason why Jackie was famously seen on film footage turning around and reaching
backwards).

The Secret Service agent, Clint Hill, consistently testified that Jackie was not reaching for
him, but for fragments of JFK’s brain (which she was retrieving in the vain hope that it could
be somehow used by doctors to save her husband’s life). The testimony of the involved
physicians and other witnesses at Parkland Hospital confirms that there was an entry wound
in the right front of JFK’s head and a blow-out wound in the back of the head.

These same medical experts testified to the tiny (“1/4 inch”) entrance wound in the front of
the neck. Such testimonials prove conclusively that two of the shots that killed JFK came
from the front. Hence, a conspiracy.

Watch this 60 Minutes video of Clint Hill’s testimony about what Jackie was doing on the
back of the limousine: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfrHqqzC3Sw (Preview)

Guilty TV Talking Heads are part of the conspiracy cover-up

One of the most frustrating moments for me was Bob Schieffer’s Sunday morning (11-17-03)
Face the Nation interview with eyewitness Ronald Jones, MD, one of the surgeons that
attended JFK (all of whom, by the way, testified to the existence of a small entry wound in
JFK’s throat). Dr Jones was able to briefly mention the “1/4 inch” entry wound in JFK’s throat
(all physicians, especially trauma surgeons, know that gunshot entry wounds are small, and
gunshot exit wounds are large) but Schieffer failed to ask the obvious follow-up question
that every alert viewer knew needed to be asked: “Dr Jones, what conclusions need to be
drawn from the tiny wound in the neck?”
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Check out minute four at: http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=50159338n.

Of course, either of those wounds conclusively disproves both the single shooter and the
magic bullet theories that Schieffer has obediently reported on during his entire career (as
has also been true for every other talking head on TV, politician, CIA agent or Pentagon
official) who was afraid of being fired, demoted or disappeared if they revealed unwelcome
truths that might besmirch his country or embarrass his paymasters.

It should be important for citizens who should be exposed to the non-corporate side of the
story to consult some of assassination scholar and retired philosophy professor Jim Fetzer’s
powerful documentation disproving the official story.

Read some of that evidence at http://www.und.edu/org/jfkconference/UNDchapter30.pdf.

There are many people and powerful institutions that want to have the past forgotten
forever, whether they were guilty, complicit or simply knowledgeable – and silent – about
what they knew.  Members of Kennedy’s Secret Service, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the CIA, the
FBI, the Dallas Police Department and the Mafia who might still be alive and prosecutable if
their involvement were to be revealed.

Current information says that many Warren Commission, CIA and FBI documents have
already been destroyed; but there are more than a thousand documents with secret
information in them that remain sealed. They are due to be released in 2017.

For more on this subject, check out:
http://www.history.com/news/history-lists/9-things-you-may-not-know-about-the-warren-com
mission

Earl Warren, a close friend of the Kennedy family (who didn’t want any evidence brought
before the commission that would embarrass the family), said:

“There will come a time when testimony taken by the Commission will be
made public. But it might not be in your lifetime. There may be some things
that would involve security. This would be preserved but not made public.”

And listen to some 1968 quotes and warnings from comedian and JFK assassination expert
Mort Sahl. Sahl was black-listed after JFK’s death when he came out publically disputing the
Warren Commission’s “lone assassin” theory:

“Once the neo-fascists became bold enough to slay the President on the street,
they showed their hand. They showed how arrogant they had become.”

“(America) has to hang on through a period of the military and the CIA who
have a blank check trying to sell fascism. If she can hang on long enough,
Americans may yet live in the country in which they were born. And that is the
country structured by Tom Paine and Tom Jefferson.”

“(Fascism in America) started with the death of Roosevelt. They moved in and
they negated every treaty we made with every world leader who didn’t fit the
fascist/militarist mold.”
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 To read the transcript of a 1968 interview with Sahl, go to:
http://www.assassinationscience.com/AnHistoricalPerspective-MortSahl.html

One of the best recent articles exposing the conspiracy to kill JFK was written by Kevin
Barrett, one of the most knowledgeable 9/11 Truth-seeking scholars that I know. It was
published on Nov 20, 2013 on www.presstv.com, an alternative media outlet that is not
beholden to large corporations. Below are excerpts of the article, which was titled “Jury
Verdict Proves CIA killed JFK”. Excerpts follow and the entire text can be accessed at:
http://presstv.com/detail/2013/11/20/335614/jury-verdict-prove-cia-killed-jfk/

Barrett writes:

“As the 50th anniversary of the John F. Kennedy (JFK) assassination
approaches, the American people and the American media are living in two
different worlds.

“The corporate media is still pushing the myth that JFK was killed by a
communist lone nut named Lee Harvey Oswald. But most of the American
people are not buying it. Since the early 1990s, a strong majority of Americans
has believed that JFK was killed by a conspiracy and that the CIA had a hand in
it.

“The American people are right.

“Overwhelming  evidence  confirms  that  the  JFK  assassination,  like  the
assassinations and overthrows of so many of the world’s best leaders, was a
CIA  operation.  But  the  American  media  –  including  the  foundation-funded
pseudo-alternative media – is reluctant to report the evidence.

“At least fifty people have been murdered to cover up the CIA’s assassination
of JFK, as explained in the book ‘Hit List’ by Richard Belzer and David Wayne. A
few of them, including Dorothy Kilgallen and Mary Meyer, were journalists or
writers who were poised to blow the case wide open. But in the US stealth
police  state,  unlike  overt  police  states,  psychological  rather  than  physical
means are usually employed to silence serious opposition.

“The CIA has covered up the JFK assassination by brainwashing the public into
believing ‘we’ll never really know the truth.’ To that end, it has spread vast
amounts of disinformation, including ludicrous theories that JFK’s wife Jackie, or
limousine driver William Greer, fired the fatal shots.

“The  media  mockingbirds  endlessly  repeat  the  mantra,  ‘But  surely,  in  a
conspiracy as large and complex as you’re suggesting, someone would have
talked!’  They hope the public  will  not  bother  to  learn that  a  great  many
whistleblowers HAVE talked – including some who paid with their lives.

 “Several people involved in the CIA’s assassination of JFK have confessed,
including Chauncey Holt, David Sanchez Morales, and even Lyndon Johnson.
But the star witness among the confessed JFK assassins is CIA officer E.
Howard Hunt, who, on February 6th, 1985, was legally found by a jury to have
participated in the CIA’s assassination of JFK.

“Hunt  explained  to  his  son  that  he  first  learned  of  the  CIA  assassination  plot
against Kennedy at the JM Wave CIA station in Miami, Florida. Several CIA
personnel there, including William “Wild Bill” Harvey, asked Hunt to help them
develop  and perfect  the  logistics  of  the  assassination  operation.  After  at  first
expressing  reluctance  to  kill  his  own  Commander-in-Chief,  Hunt  finally
acquiesced and applied his considerable skills as an assassination-orchestrator
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and overthrower-of-governments  to  the CIA plot  against  the President.  On
November 22nd, 1963, Hunt was in Dallas; his role included paying one of the
gunmen.

“Why did the CIA kill JFK? As Hunt explained, everyone in the CIA loathed
President Kennedy, who had left over 1400 CIA mercenaries to be slaughtered
or captured during the Bay of Pigs debacle, and who was pushing “treasonous”
plans for peace with Cuba, Vietnam, and even the Soviet Union. Additionally,
Kennedy was going all out to shut down Israel’s nuclear weapons program,
trying to end the Federal Reserve’s private currency monopoly, and
threatening oilmen’s profits by ending the depletion allowance. Though the
American people loved JFK, America’s corrupt elite hated him.

“Hunt’s confessions, including his handwritten and tape-recorded summaries of
his  involvement,  are  supported  by  a  great  many  independent  sources,
including Brad Ayers, a CIA man stationed at the Miami JM Wave station prior
to the assassination. In his book ‘The Zenith Secret’, Ayers describes the CIA
plot against JFK, and names the same names as Hunt. (Ed. note: Some of this
i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  H u n t  c o n f e s s i o n  c a n  b e  r e a d  a t :
http://www.rense.com/general76/hunt.htm.)

“The confessions of E. Howard Hunt are just one of the dozens if not hundreds
of ‘smoking guns’ proving beyond all possible doubt that the CIA was at the
center of the coup d’état against JFK. For more details about Hunt’s
confessions, you can listen to my interviews with St. John Hunt, which are
available on-line at No Lies Radio http://noliesradio.org/archives/72262. (Ed
note: Kevin Barrett interviews James Douglass, author of “JFK and the
Unspeakable”. The interview is archived at:
http://noliesradio.org/archives/39269.)

“As long as the American people imagine that there is still some small shred of
doubt about the JFK case, they will never rise up and overthrow the military-
industrial-intelligence complex (including the mainstream media brainwashing
apparatus) that has stolen their democracy.”
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